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NATURE OF THE ACTION
This case is before the Court on a certified question from the United
States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit regarding claim accrual. The
certified question raises important and recurring issues under Illinois law
regarding when claims accrue under the Illinois Biometric Information
Privacy Act (“the Act” or “BIPA”).
The Court’s decision here is critical because “the issue of claim accrual
under the Act is a close, recurring, and hotly disputed question of great legal
and practical consequence that requires authoritative guidance from the
Illinois Supreme Court.” Cothron v. White Castle Sys., Inc., 20 F.4th 1156,
1166 n.2 (7th Cir. 2021). As of the filing of this brief, over 1,600 class actions
have been filed in Illinois state and federal courts under the Act, and claim
accrual is an important issue in many of them. A claim accrual determination
in this case will significantly impact timeliness, class size, and damages in
hundreds of pending cases.1 While Plaintiff is only one of thousands of such
plaintiffs, her claims mirror the vast majority of her fellow litigants—like
them, she is an employee whose claims are based on her repeated, consensual
use of common workplace technology.2

The Seventh Circuit opinion correctly notes this appeal presents a
dispositive legal question under the Act, not unique to Plaintiff’s claims, and
which has “already shown itself to frequently arise.” Cothron, 20 F.4th at
1166.
1

Plaintiff’s claims involve authentication processes she uses to access her
confidential pay information on, and to secure managerial access to, White
Castle’s systems, and to confirm her compliance with company policies. Many

2
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As always, the starting point is this Court’s precedent, under which
claims accrue when a legal right is invaded and an injury inflicted. Feltmeier
v. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d 263, 279 (2003). When a “single overt act” occurs from
which damages may flow, the statute of limitations begins to run “on the date
the defendant invaded the plaintiff’s interest and inflicted injury.” Id.
In the last three years, the Court has addressed the nature of a
biometric privacy interest in multiple cases, which control the outcome of this
appeal. These cases explain that the Act protects a “secrecy interest” in
biometric data, by establishing a notice-and-consent procedure that provides
individuals with “the power to say no” to the collection and disclosure of
biometrics. Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entm’t Corp., 2019 IL 123186, ¶¶ 33-34;
West Bend Mut. Ins. Co. v. Krishna Schaumburg Tan, Inc., 2021 IL 125978,
¶¶ 45-46; McDonald v. Symphony Bronzeville Park, LLC, 2022 IL 126511,
¶¶ 43-44. The injury inflicted, which flows from this interest, is the “loss of
control” (secrecy) in one’s data, without informed consent. Rosenbach, 2019 IL
123186, ¶ 34. It is at this point that “biometric privacy vanishes into thin air”
and the “precise harm the Illinois legislature sought to prevent is then
realized.” Id.
As explained more fully below, a loss of control, or secrecy, can only
occur once. When a party is alleged to have first violated one of the Act’s

other BIPA lawsuits involve the use of “biometric” timekeeping systems that
use a combination of employee ID and finger-scans to clock in and out from
work.
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provisions by the “overt act” of collecting or disclosing biometric data without
the required notice or consent, the “power to say no” is lost, and the secrecy of
the data, and the concomitant privacy interest vested in the data, is lost. See
id.; see also Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 279. Claims under Sections 15(b) and
15(d) of the Act thus accrue once. When an entity “fails to adhere to [the
Act’s] statutory procedures,” an individual’s “biometric privacy vanishes into
thin air,” the “precise harm” occurs, and the claim accrues. Rosenbach, 2019
IL 123186, ¶ 34.
Additionally, the Act’s text, real-world use of biometric technology, and
constitutional and public policy considerations all lead to one conclusion—
BIPA claims accrue once, upon the first purported collection or disclosure of
biometrics. Any contrary conclusion would have effects not intended by the
Legislature, including the creation of excessive, endlessly tolled statutes of
limitations, which would not serve the Act’s “prophylactic” purpose.
Additionally, multiple claim accrual will lead to disproportionate and even
catastrophic damages flowing from a “remedial” statute that was intended to
decrease reluctance to use biometric technology. 740 ILCS 14/5(e). Surely, in
seeking to promote responsible use of biometrics, the General Assembly did
not intend to create an untenable litigation problem for Illinois businesses.
White Castle respectfully submits that the answer to the certified
question is that BIPA Section 15(b) and Section 15(d) claims accrue upon the
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first unauthorized scan or collection, or the first unauthorized disclosure or
transmission, of purported biometric identifiers or biometric information.
ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
This case is before this Court on a certified question from the United
States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. The statute at issue is
Section 15 of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, 740 ILCS 14/15.
The certified question is:
Do section 15(b) and 15(d) claims accrue each time a private
entity scans a person’s biometric identifier and each time a private
entity transmits such a scan to a third party, respectively, or only
upon the first scan and first transmission?
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The standard of review is de novo. See Yang v. City of Chicago, 195 Ill.
2d 96, 103 (2001) (certified question involving interpretation of a statute “is a
question of law” and so “review is de novo”).
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
On December 23, 2021, this Court accepted the certified question from
the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. See Ill. S. Ct.
R. 20.
STATUTE INVOLVED
The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, 740 ILCS 14/1 et seq.
The full text of the statute is in the Appendix. (A001-04).
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
I.

Plaintiff consented to provide her biometrics to White Castle in
2004 and 2018.
White Castle is a family-owned restaurant group that employs

thousands of Illinois residents. Over the timeframe potentially relevant to
this lawsuit, over 9,500 White Castle employees have used the finger-scan
timekeeping system.
Plaintiff has been a Chicago-based White Castle employee since 2004.
(R118 at 23-24).3 Within the first few months of employment, she began using
White Castle’s consent-based finger-scan system. (Id. at 24, ¶ 6). Plaintiff
first consented to use the system in 2004, when White Castle presented her
with the following registration screen:

All “R__” citations refer to documents on the federal district court docket
that are not included in White Castle’s Appendix. For example, R1 refers to
Docket Entry No. 1.

3
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White Castle System Registration Screen (A005). The Registration Screen
Plaintiff viewed gave her notice that if she registered in biometrics, her
biometrics would be used as a form of “electronic signature.” In bright red
print, underneath a fingerprint image, Plaintiff was advised to “Click Here” if
she wished to register her biometrics. Id. (A005). She was also given the
option to select “I Do Not Wish To Register In Biometrics” or to select “Ask
Me to Register Later.” Id. (A005). In 2004, Plaintiff consented to use her
biometrics by pressing the “Click Here” button, and voluntarily registered her
biometrics in White Castle’s system. (See R44; R118). Plaintiff has never
withdrawn her voluntary consent, and to this day, continues to use her
biometrics at work.
Almost fourteen years later, on October 15, 2018, Plaintiff again
consented to use her finger-scan data to sign official forms and to access
secure information systems, by signing a written consent form using her
finger-scan electronic signature. White Castle Biometric Information Privacy
Team Member Consent Form (Oct. 15, 2018) (A006). The consent form
further advised Plaintiff that she could decline or even revoke a prior
consent. Id. (A006). Plaintiff did not decline, nor has she ever revoked, her
2004 consent to use her biometrics at work. Instead, Plaintiff signed the
consent form, providing her “voluntar[y] consent[] to White Castle’s
collection, storage, and use of biometric data and/or information through
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White Castle’s proprietary software,” including any biometrics “as defined in
the Illinois Biometric Privacy Act.” Id. (A006).
II.

Plaintiff sued White Castle fourteen years after her first
consent, and several months after her second consent.
In December 2018, Plaintiff filed this putative class action contending

that since 2007, White Castle had required her to use her “fingerprint” to
access her work computer and weekly pay stubs, without her informed
consent.4 (R1-1, ¶¶ 2, 42-44, 56-60). According to Plaintiff, White Castle
violated the Act’s Sections 15(b) and 15(d) by collecting her biometric
information without proper notice and consent and by “systematically”
disclosing her biometrics to a technology vendor. (Id. ¶¶ 83-100).
White Castle then filed a motion to dismiss, challenging Plaintiff’s
pleading that she “never” received notice from or provided consent to White
Castle to collect or disclose her biometric information. (Id. ¶¶ 60, 95; R37R38). In support, White Castle attached Plaintiff’s 2004 and 2018 consents.
(R37-R38). Plaintiff then filed a Second Amended Complaint, contending that
White Castle had not provided her with notice or obtained her consent to use
her biometrics before collecting them. (A007-28). White Castle once again

White Castle contests the allegations in Plaintiff’s complaint, including that
it ever collected or disclosed Plaintiff’s “fingerprint,” or any biometric
information or identifiers as defined by BIPA. The record on appeal
establishes only that White Castle uses a finger-scanning system to verify
employees are properly seeking to access confidential information and
systems, and can sign important documents such as IRS tax forms. (A00506). There is no indication that White Castle transmits or discloses the
information to any other entity. (A005-06).

4
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highlighted Plaintiff’s 2004 consent, in seeking to dismiss her lawsuit. (R47R48).
III.

The procedural history indicates confusion about the Act’s
meaning and intent.
The district court denied White Castle’s motion to dismiss. (R117 at

17). Without citing any case law, the district court rejected Plaintiff’s 2004
consent, because BIPA “did not exist yet,” and concluded that her second,
2018 consent did not constitute consent or waiver, for her fourteen-year-long,
repeated use of White Castle’s finger-scan system. (Id. at 2, 9-10).5
White Castle then moved for judgment on the pleadings on the ground
that Plaintiff’s Section 15(b) and 15(d) claims were time barred because they
accrued, if ever, in 2008, with her first scan after the Act’s enactment. (R120
at 7; see also R118 at 26). On August 7, 2020, the district court denied White
Castle’s motion, holding that each use of the finger-scan system constituted
two, separate violations of BIPA Section 15(b) and 15(d). Cothron v. White
Castle Sys., Inc., 477 F. Supp. 3d 723, 733 (N.D. Ill. 2020) (A066) (“Cothron
I”). While focused on violations, the opinion held that a new claim, and
resulting statutory damages, accrued with each purported collection of, and

White Castle is unaware of any case law supporting the district court’s
conclusion that an entity cannot be deemed to have previously complied with
a later-passed law. To the contrary, in Miller v. Southwest Airlines Co., 926
F.3d 898, 904 (7th Cir. 2019), the Seventh Circuit rejected an argument that
BIPA-compliant consent could not have been obtained in 2006, two years
prior to BIPA’s enactment, noting: “[p]erhaps in 2006 [defendant] supplied all
of the information, and the union gave all of the consents, that the state later
required.”
5
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every purported disclosure of, Plaintiff’s biometrics. Id. (A066). However, the
district court also encouraged White Castle to appeal, and to seek possible
certification to this Court, for definitive guidance. Id. at 734 (A066).
On August 17, 2020, White Castle filed a timely motion to amend the
district court’s order to certify it for interlocutory appeal. (R134-R135). On
October 1, 2020, the district court granted White Castle’s motion, noting that
“reasonable minds can and have differed as to the clarity of BIPA’s statutory
text,” and that there were a “sufficient number of . . . contradictory opinions”
on claim accrual under the Act to “conclude there is substantial ground for
difference of opinion.” (R141 at 3).
The Seventh Circuit then granted White Castle’s petition for
permission to appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b). (R144). After assessing
BIPA’s text itself, the Seventh Circuit was left puzzling over the Act’s text
and its impact not only on claim accrual, but on the damages resulting from
such accrual. Cothron v. White Castle Sys., Inc., 20 F.4th 1156, 1165 (7th Cir.
2021) (A076-77) (“Cothron II”). Calling BIPA claim accrual “novel,” the
Seventh Circuit expressed that it too was “genuinely uncertain” about the
issue, and that there were “reasons to think that the Illinois Supreme Court
might side with either Cothron or White Castle.” Id. at 1159, 1165-66 (A07677). As a result, the Seventh Circuit certified the question on December 20,
2021. Id. at 1167 (A077). Three days later, this Court accepted the certified
question.
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The Court’s guidance is critical on two issues. First, whether its own
precedent and the text of the Act provide, as White Castle submits, a clear
answer of one-time claim accrual. Second, whether any other interpretation
of claim accrual subverts the true intent of the Act, converting it from a
prophylactic, remedial statute to an absurdly punitive one.
ARGUMENT
I.

This Court’s precedent establishes that Section 15(b) and 15(d)
claims accrue once.
A.

Feltmeier holds that a claim accrues when a legal right is
invaded and an injury inflicted.

Throughout the present litigation, White Castle has argued that
Plaintiff’s claims are not timely. To evaluate a lawsuit’s timeliness, courts
must determine when the claim accrued. See Brucker v. Mercola, 227 Ill. 2d
502, 545 (2007) (“[A] statute of limitations governs the time within which
lawsuits may be commenced after accrual.”). A claim “accrues” when it comes
“into existence as an enforceable claim or right.” Black’s Law Dictionary,
“accrue,” (11th ed. 2019).
In Illinois, a claim accrues, and the limitations period begins to run,
when “facts exist that authorize one party to maintain an action against
another.” Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 278. Specifically, where there is a “single
overt act” from which subsequent damages may flow, a claim accrues “on the
date the defendant invaded the plaintiff’s interest and inflicted injury.” Id. at
279.
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Feltmeier relied in part on Bank of Ravenswood v. City of Chicago, 307
Ill. App. 3d 161, 167 (1st Dist. 1999), a case that illustrates how claim accrual
actually works. In Bank of Ravenswood, the City of Chicago constructed a
subway tunnel under the bank’s property ending in 1988, at which time the
bank learned that it would need to construct a vibration insulation system to
mitigate the subway’s effects. Id. at 163. More than a year later, the bank
filed suit claiming trespass and seeking damages for the cost of the
previously-installed vibration insulation system. Id. at 164. Applying a oneyear statute of limitations, the First District held that the plaintiffs’ claim
accrued no later than 1988 and, therefore, was time barred. Id. at 168.
Adopting the reasoning of Bank of Ravenswood, the Feltmeier opinion
explained that a plaintiff’s “cause of action [arises] at the time its interest is
invaded.” Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 279. Thus, in Bank of Ravenswood, the
tunnel’s construction constituted the first invasion of the bank’s interest and
the injury to the bank. Id. As such, the bank’s claim accrued upon the
construction of the tunnel, which was the “single overt act” that gave rise to
its claim. This was so even though the subway had not even started running,
and the bank had yet not incurred any of the expenses for which it sought
damages. The “fact that the subway was present below ground would be a
continual effect from the initial violation but not a continual violation.” Id.
(citing Bank of Ravenswood, 307 Ill. App. 3d at 168).
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Numerous Illinois courts have applied Feltmeier’s “single overt act”
analysis in similar situations to conclude that subsequent statutory
violations do not cause new claims to accrue. Blair v. Nev. Landing P’ship,
RBG, LP, 369 Ill. App. 3d 318, 324-25 (2d Dist. 2006), held that allegedly
unauthorized republications of the plaintiff’s image in multiple different
advertisements did not give rise to new claims, because the first publication
was a single overt act under Feltmeier. See also, e.g., Troya Int’l, Ltd. v. BirdX, Inc., No. 15 c 9785, 2017 WL 6059804, at *14 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 7, 2017)
(relying on Blair, claims accrued upon first publication of a video, despite
that defendant uploaded the video to multiple websites and YouTube
channels); Martin v. Living Essentials, LLC, 160 F. Supp. 3d 1042, 1046 n.4
(N.D. Ill. 2016), aff’d, 653 F. App’x 482 (7th Cir. 2016) (relying on Blair and
Feltmeier, holding that claim was time barred because repeated airing of a
television commercial constituted a single overt act and plaintiff’s claim
accrued at the first invasion).
Applying Feltmeier here, Plaintiff’s injury under Section 15(b)
occurred, if at all, the first time that her biometrics were collected by White
Castle without her consent, not each subsequent time that her finger was rescanned. Once the train left the station, so to speak, any further harm to
Plaintiff was what Feltmeier deems a “continual effect” of her initial loss of
control over and privacy in her biometrics. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 279. The
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“precise harm” the Act seeks to prevent is the initial loss of control, not its
subsequent effects. See Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶¶ 33-34.6
B.

Rosenbach, West Bend, and McDonald define a right to
secrecy in and control over biometric data and define the
injury as loss of control or secrecy.

“Fundamentally, this court is always concerned with discerning
legislative intent . . . . Once we have determined that intent—and unless or
until the legislature indicates otherwise—the law is what we say it is.” Int’l
Ass’n of Fire Fighters, Local 50 v. City of Peoria, 2022 IL 127040, ¶ 19. The
Court has addressed the Act’s legislative intent on three prior occasions,
providing teachings that are dispositive of, and favorable to, White Castle’s
interpretation of BIPA claim accrual. See Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186; West
Bend, 2021 IL 125978; McDonald, LLC, 2022 IL 126511.
Rosenbach provided the Court with its first opportunity to interpret
the Act. There, the Court explained that BIPA “imposes numerous
restrictions on how private entities collect, retain, disclose, and destroy
biometric identifiers.” Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 1. Importantly, the

Feltmeier’s discussion of Belleville Toyota, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales,
U.S.A., Inc., 199 Ill. 2d 325 (2002), is instructive. Belleville Toyota addressed
“discrete decision[s]” made each month regarding automobile allocations,
each of which constituted a separate violation of the Franchise Act. Feltmeier,
207 Ill. 2d at 280. Applying Feltmeier’s analysis of Belleville Toyota, the
“discrete decision” White Castle is alleged to have made—despite Plaintiff’s
2004 and 2018 pre-suit consents—is to have committed the overt acts of
obtaining and disclosing Plaintiff’s biometrics without first obtaining her
consent. 740 ILCS 14/15(b). This discrete decision caused the Act’s statute of
limitations to begin to run, at the latest, in 2008.
6
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purpose of these restrictions is to “prevent problems before they occur.” Id.
¶ 37; see also McDonald, 2022 IL 126511, ¶¶ 43-48 (BIPA is “prophylactic”).
Rosenbach concerned whether a plaintiff has statutory standing to
bring a BIPA claim based solely on a violation of Section 15’s terms, without
alleging “[a]dditional injury or adverse effect.” Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186,
¶¶ 14-15. Rosenbach held a plaintiff is “aggrieved” under Section 20 of BIPA,
and thus has statutory standing to file a lawsuit, based purely on violations
of Section 15’s terms. Id. ¶ 33.
In so holding, and key to this case, Rosenbach evaluated the nature of
a BIPA injury, explaining that through the Act, “our General Assembly has
codified that individuals possess a right to privacy in and control over their
biometric identifiers and biometric information.” Id. Rosenbach further
explained that an injury arises under the Act “when a private entity fails to
comply with one of section 15’s requirements.” Id. A violation of Section 15
“constitutes an invasion, impairment, or denial of the statutory rights of any
person or customer whose biometric identifier or biometric information” is
subject to the statutory violation. Id. (emphasis added); see also McDonald,
2022 IL 126511, ¶ 24 (quoting and reaffirming this analysis).
Rosenbach also provides important guidance about “the nature of the
harm our legislature is attempting to combat” through BIPA. Rosenbach,
2019 IL 123186, ¶ 34. The Act “vests in individuals and customers the right
to control their biometric information by requiring notice before collection and
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giving them the power to say no by withholding consent . . . . When a private
entity fails to adhere to the statutory procedures . . . the right of the individual
to maintain his or her biometric privacy vanishes into thin air. The precise
harm the Illinois legislature sought to prevent is then realized.” Id.
(emphasis added; cleaned up).
West Bend reiterated these points. Although, as the Seventh Circuit
noted, West Bend involved an insurance coverage dispute, to discard it as
such would be a mistake because the opinion undertakes an analysis of the
nature of the interest the Act itself protects. According to West Bend, the Act
“protects a secrecy interest—here, the right of an individual to keep his or her
personal identifying information like fingerprints secret.” West Bend, 2021 IL
125978, ¶ 46 (emphasis added). Discussing BIPA Section 15(d) claims, the
Court explained that “disclosing a person’s biometric identifiers or
information without their consent or knowledge necessarily violates that
person’s right to privacy in biometric information.” Id. Once biometric data is
allegedly obtained by or disclosed to a third party, the individual’s “right to
keep certain information confidential” is violated, and the data’s “secrecy” is
lost. Id. ¶ 45.
Secrecy cannot be recreated. Once information has been shared, it is no
longer secret, and any confidentiality right is lost. As the Court has
explained, once lost, the right to control biometric information—that is, to
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maintain its confidentiality and secrecy—“vanishes into thin air.” Rosenbach,
2019 IL 123186, ¶ 34.
Most recently, McDonald reaffirmed the analysis in Rosenbach and
West Bend. McDonald explained that BIPA injuries are not compensable
under the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act because they are “personal and
societal injuries caused by violating the Privacy Act’s prophylactic
requirements . . . [t]he Privacy Act involves prophylactic measures to prevent
compromise of an individual’s biometrics.” McDonald, 2022 IL 126511, ¶ 43
(citing Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 36). Thus, a claim under the Act “seeks
redress for the lost opportunity ‘to say no by withholding consent.’” Id.
(quoting Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 34).
Combined, Rosenbach, West Bend, and McDonald make clear that the
legislative intent of the Act is to protect the “power to say no” to the collection
of biometrics. It does so by preventing problems “before they occur.”
Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 36. As such, the Act’s singular intent is to
safeguard the privacy of biometric data by requiring valid notice and knowing
consent. A BIPA injury is, quite simply, the loss of control over and secrecy in
one’s biometrics without knowing consent.
C.

Under the Act, the invasion and the injury are one and
the same, and occurred upon Plaintiff’s initial loss of
control of her biometrics.

The Court’s decisions establish three key legal principles regarding
claim accrual, which are determinative of when BIPA claims accrue. First,
where there is a “single overt act” from which subsequent damages may flow,
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a claim accrues “on the date the defendant invaded the plaintiff’s interest and
inflicted injury.” Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 279. Second, BIPA claims are, at
bottom, claims for the loss of the “right to control” one’s biometric
information, and once that control (secrecy) is lost, it cannot be recreated and
any confidentiality right is lost as well. Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶¶ 33-34;
West Bend, 2021 IL 125978, ¶ 46 (BIPA protects a “secrecy interest”);
McDonald, 2022 IL 126511, ¶ 43 (BIPA injuries are “personal and societal
injuries caused by violating the Privacy Act’s prophylactic requirements”).
Third, any “invasion, impairment, or denial of the statutory rights” conferred
by the Act creates, in and of itself, a “real and significant” injury that is
immediately actionable. Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶¶ 33-34.
These three key legal principles lead to the inevitable conclusion that
claims accrue on the first loss of the right to control one’s biometric
information. Under Rosenbach, the Act confers upon Illinois residents the
“power to say no” to the collection and disclosure of biometrics. Id. ¶ 34.
When a party collects or discloses biometrics without complying with the
Act’s notice and consent requirements, an individual’s rights have been
invaded, a “real and significant” injury has occurred, and the plaintiff may
immediately sue. Id. The invasion and injury are one and the same, because
once the “power to say no” is lost, it is gone forever—it “vanishes into thin
air” and a lawsuit is ripe. See id.
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West Bend re-emphasizes this point, holding that the Act protects a
“secrecy interest.” West Bend, 2021 IL 125978, ¶ 46. A person cannot keep
information secret from another person who already has it. Thus, the loss of
an individual’s right to control their biometrics is a “single overt act” that
encompasses both the invasion of the interest and the infliction of the injury.
See Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 279.
D.

Plaintiff’s allegations, which are similar to those already
considered by the Court, indicate that her Section 15(b)
and 15(d) claims accrued once.

Given the above precedent, Plaintiff’s own allegations are dispositive—
her alleged injury and claim accrual occurred simultaneously, upon White
Castle’s first purported BIPA violation. Leaving aside for a moment
Plaintiff’s undisputed 2004 consent (supra at 5), she now contends that White
Castle began requiring her to scan her finger around 2007, when she enrolled
her alleged “fingerprint” in White Castle’s database, and continued to do so in
2008, when the Act made it a violation to do so without informed consent.
(A013-15, ¶¶ 28-30, 40). According to Plaintiff, White Castle continues to use
her stored finger scan as an “authentication method” to verify her managerlevel computer access, and so that she can access her own, confidential pay
information. (A015-16, ¶¶ 40, 42-44). Thus, according to her own allegations,
White Castle collected and possessed her biometric data upon her very first
finger-scan registration, and her subsequent scans are simply providing the
same finger data she already provided in order to confirm she is who she
claims to be. (See id.).
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Plaintiff’s complaint further supports a simultaneous injury and claim
when it describes the source of her “aggrievement” under the Act. She claims
to have suffered “an invasion” of her privacy interest “when White Castle
secured her personal and private biometric data at a time when it had no
legal right to do so.” (A017-18, ¶ 52) (emphasis added). Moreover, Plaintiff
asserts that the Act created a right to receive “certain information” from
White Castle “prior to [White Castle] securing” her biometric data and “[an]
injury—not receiving this extremely critical information.” (A018, ¶ 54).
Plaintiff correctly posits that the “precise conduct” giving rise to her claim
occurred, if at all, exactly when White Castle first secured her data. (A017-18,
¶ 52). It was then that her privacy interest, or secrecy interest, “vanished into
thin air,” and the harm was “realized.” Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 34.
Plaintiff’s factual allegations are no different from those involved in
BIPA cases already considered by the Court, where biometrics are allegedly
gathered once and then subsequently used for verification. See, e.g., id. ¶ 6
(fingerprint allegedly used to verify individual authorized to enter
amusement park: “The [season pass] card and his thumbprint, when used
together, enabled him to gain access as a season pass holder.”); McDonald,
2022 IL 126511, ¶ 4 (fingerprint allegedly used for “authenticating employees
and tracking their time”). This is no surprise, because biometrics is “the
measurement and analysis of unique physical or behavioral characteristics
(such as fingerprint or voice patterns) especially as a means of verifying
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personal identity.” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “biometrics,” merriamwebster.com/dictionary/biometrics (last visited Feb. 25, 2022).
As a practical matter, before one can use biometrics to verify or
“authenticate” an individual, the biometric data that will be used to identify
that person must be captured. Plaintiff’s complaint, along with Rosenbach,
define the moment of capture as the injury. As explained in Rosenbach, BIPA
protects the “power to say no” to the use of biometrics to verify one’s identity.
Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 34. Thus, the Rosenbach plaintiff should have
received notice and given informed consent (through his adult guardian),
before his fingerprint was stored in Six Flags’ database, where it would be
used going forward to confirm that he had bought a season pass. See id.
Because plaintiff did not receive the proper notice and consent, he (or his
guardian) could sue right away for his lost “power to say no.” Id.
Alexander Rosenbach never returned to Six Flags to scan his finger
after the first time he did so. Id. ¶ 9. Had he done so, no new injury would
have occurred, because Six Flags already had his biometric data. Rosenbach
would have already lost his “power to say no.” Subsequent scans would have
been used simply to confirm that he was who he claimed to be, and therefore
was authorized to enter the park using his season pass. Id. ¶ 6. Because Six
Flags would not have received any new information from him, no further loss
of control would have occurred, and no new claim could have accrued.
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The same is true here. No new injury occurred after Plaintiff’s initial
finger scan. Plaintiff voluntarily consented to use finger-scan technology at
work in 2004. She continues to use White Castle’s finger-scan technology
today. BIPA became effective on October 3, 2008. 740 ILCS 14/99. Putting
aside Plaintiff’s first consent, there was no “loss of control” under BIPA until
2008, the first time she used the finger-scan technology in 2008 following
BIPA’s effective date. At that point in 2008, if ever, her BIPA rights were
allegedly invaded, her injury occurred, her claim accrued, and the statute of
limitations began to run.
Subsequent scans since 2008 change nothing. Once White Castle had
Plaintiff’s finger scan, subsequent scans simply confirmed Plaintiff was who
she claimed to be, and that she was authorized for managerial-level computer
access, and could access her own confidential pay information. (See A008,
¶¶ 2-3; A016, ¶¶ 43-44). Those subsequent scans collected no new
information from Plaintiff and led to no additional loss of control of her
biometrics. Her control cannot “vanish” a second time. Rosenbach, 2019 IL
123186, ¶ 34; see also Fox v. Dakkota Integrated Sys., LLC, 980 F.3d 1146,
1155 (7th Cir. 2020) (“[O]nce compromised, [biometric information is]
compromised forever.”). Because the invasion and injury is the loss of control,
and control cannot be lost twice, there is no second invasion or injury, the
same as there is no thousandth invasion or injury.
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II.

The Act’s text confirms that Section 15(b) and 15(d) claims
accrue once.
The statutory text also shows that BIPA claims accrue once, upon the

first loss of control without informed consent, or the first unauthorized
disclosure. Legislative intent “is best determined from the plain and ordinary
meaning of the language used in the statute. When the statutory language is
plain and unambiguous, we may not depart from the law’s terms by reading
into it exceptions, limitations, or conditions the legislature did not express,
nor may we add provisions not found in the law.” Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186,
¶ 24.
Canons of statutory construction guide the interpretation of the Act
here, and are the tools the Court uses to “grasp the intended meaning of
statutory language.” Black’s Law Dictionary, “canon,” (11th ed. 2019)
(quoting Caleb Nelson, Statutory Interpretation 82 (2011)). “They are the
principles that guide this [C]ourt’s construction of statutes,” and they “are
utilized in every statutory construction case.” JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. v.
Earth Foods Inc., 238 Ill. 2d 455, 462 (2010). In short, the Court always
“necessarily look[s] to canons of statutory construction to glean [the
legislature’s] intent.” Int’l Ass’n of Fire Fighters, 2022 IL 127040, ¶ 19.
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A.

The plain and ordinary meaning of Section 15(b)’s terms
supports White Castle’s position.
1.

The words used in Section 15(b) establish a right to
control biometrics that can only be lost once.

“The most reliable indicator of legislative intent is the language of the
statute, which must be given its plain and ordinary meaning.” Haage v.
Zavala, 2021 IL 125918, ¶ 44 (citations omitted). Here, Section 15(b) provides
that no private entity “may collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade,
or otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer’s biometric identifier or
biometric information, unless it first” provides notice and receives consent as
outlined in the rest of Section 15(b). 740 ILCS 14/15(b) (emphasis added). The
question for the Court, then, is what these undefined terms mean. To answer
these questions, it is appropriate to begin by considering the plain and
ordinary meaning of the words used in the statute, and, in doing so, to
consult a dictionary. See People v. Chapman, 2012 IL 111896, ¶ 24 (“When a
statute contains a term that is not specifically defined, it is entirely
appropriate to look to the dictionary to ascertain the plain and ordinary
meaning of the term.”); see also, e.g., Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 32
(relying on Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary when interpreting
BIPA’s plain language).
“First” means “preceding all others in time, order or importance.”
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “first,” merriam-webster.com/dictionary/first
(last visited Feb. 25, 2022). Section 15(b)’s language “unless it first” therefore
refers to a singular point in time; notice and consent must precede, or occur
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before, collection. See, e.g., Miller, 926 F.3d at 900 (“Before obtaining any
fingerprint, a ‘private entity’ must inform the subject . . . in writing about
several things.” (emphasis added)).
The active verbs used in Section 15(b) all have a similar plain and
ordinary meaning as set forth in dictionary definitions, all of which involve
gaining control of biometrics:


“Collect” means “to bring together into one body or place” or “to
gain or regain control of.”



“Capture” means “to gain control of” or “to record in a
permanent file.”



“Purchase” means “to obtain by paying money.”



“Receive” means “to come into possession of.”



“Obtain” means “to gain or attain.”

Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “collect,” “capture,” “purchase,” “receive,” and
“obtain,” www.merriam-webster.com (last visited Feb. 25, 2022). These verbs
should be given their plain and ordinary meaning—they all mean to gain
control, an action that only happens once.
Likewise, to the extent there is even a trace of ambiguity in any of the
verbs used in Section 15(b), numerous canons of statutory construction show
that this series of verbs must be read together in harmony. To begin, this
Court has made clear that, “[w]hen construing a series of terms . . . [statutory
interpretation is] guided by the commonsense principle ‘that words grouped
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in a list should be given related meaning.’” Corbett v. County of Lake, 2017 IL
121536, ¶ 31 (quoting Third Nat’l Bank in Nashville v. Impac Ltd., 432 U.S.
312, 322 (1977)). This “commonsense principle” is “related to the canon of
statutory construction known as noscitur a sociis, i.e., ‘a word is known by the
company it keeps.’” Corbett, 2017 IL 121536, ¶ 31 (quoting People v. Gaytan,
2015 IL 116223, ¶ 30). Specifically, under noscitur a sociis, “[i]t is a general
rule that words grouped in a list should be given related meaning.” Dynak v.
Bd. of Educ. of Wood Dale Sch. Dist., 2020 IL 125062, ¶ 22 (citing Corbett,
2017 IL 121536, ¶ 31). Accordingly, each verb in Section 15(b) should be
“given more precise content by the neighboring words with which it is
associated.” Corbett, 2017 IL 121536, ¶ 31 (quoting United States v. Williams,
553 U.S. 285, 294 (2008)). The canon of noscitur a sociis is important here
because it ensures that a word is not ascribed “a meaning so broad that it is
inconsistent with its accompanying words, thus giving ‘unintended breadth to
legislative acts.’” Corbett, 2017 IL 121536, ¶ 32 (quoting Gustafson v. Alloyd
Co., 513 U.S. 561, 575 (1995)) (brackets omitted).
When properly viewed in light of the series of verbs used, each verb
used in Section 15(b) involves the moment at which an entity gains control of
biometrics. This makes perfect sense in light of the purpose for which BIPA
was enacted: to protect individuals’ “control over” their biometrics.
Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 33. One loses control the moment another
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gains it. That is the only moment that matters for accrual under
Section 15(b).
The canon of noscitur a sociis is essential to interpreting Section 15(b)’s
catchall phrase: “or otherwise obtain.” 740 ILCS 14/15(b) (emphasis added).
To “otherwise obtain” must read just like the verbs that precede it, which is
to say actions that imply gaining control. This is clear not only under the
doctrine of noscitur a sociis, but also under the doctrine of ejusdem generis,
which this Court has described as “a cardinal rule of statutory and contract
construction.” West Bend, 2021 IL 125978, ¶ 57 (citing Pooh-Bah Enters. v.
County of Cook, 232 Ill. 2d 463, 492 (2009)).
As the Court explained in West Bend, the ejusdem generis rule is that
“where general words follow an enumeration of persons or things, by words of
a particular and specific meaning, such general words are to be held as
applying only to persons or things of the same general kind or class as those
specifically mentioned.” Id. (quoting Black’s Law Dictionary 517 (6th ed.
1990)) (ellipses omitted). Said differently, under this doctrine, a statute’s use
of “other” or “otherwise” should be read as “other such like.” People v. Davis,
199 Ill. 2d 130, 138 (2002); see also Univ. of Chicago v. Dep’t of Rev., 2020 IL
App (1st) 191195, ¶ 52 (applying ejusdem generis doctrine to interpret plain
meaning of phrase beginning with “otherwise”).
Applying the doctrine here, the use of the phrase “otherwise obtain” in
Section 15(b) was intended to refer only to actions to obtain biometrics “such
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like” the series of verbs that precede the phrase. Put simply, “otherwise
obtain” means to otherwise gain control.
All of the above “gains of control” happen at the point of collection,
because the information is then stored and used for future identification of
the individual. See Section I.D. Thus, at the point of collection, the “secrecy
interest” held by the plaintiff in her biometrics “vanishes into thin air,” the
injury occurs, and the claim accrues.
2.

Courts finding claim accrual on first collection
correctly apply Section 15(b)’s plain language and
common sense principles.

On facts materially identical to the ones here, three trial courts
reached the same conclusion White Castle proposes, determining BIPA
claims accrue once under Section 15(b) by interpreting the Act’s plain
language in light of common-sense principles. Those courts reasoned that the
plain language of the statute implicates control, so the injury occurs upon the
first collection or disclosure, when control is lost. Subsequent collection or
disclosure of the same information does not create any new injury, because
the collector of biometrics already has the information. In Smith v. Top Die
Casting Co., No. 2019-L-248, slip op. at 3 (Cir. Ct. Winnebago Cty. Mar. 12,
2020) (A037), the Circuit Court of Winnebago County hit the nail on the
head:
The biometric information is collected the one time, at the
beginning of the plaintiff’s employment, and thereafter the
original print, or coordinates from the print, are used to verify
the identity of the individual clocking in. Thus, the offending
act is the initial collection of the print and at that time the
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cause of action accrues. To hold otherwise is contrary to the
plain wording of the statute and common sense as to the
manner the initially collected biometric information is utilized.
Similarly, a Circuit Court of Cook County judge explained that “all [of
plaintiff’s] damages flowed from that initial act of collecting and storing
Plaintiff’s handprint in Defendants’ computer system without first complying
with the statute. Plaintiff’s handprint was scanned and stored in Defendants’
system on Day 1, allowing for authentication every time he signed in.”
Watson v. Legacy Healthcare Fin. Servs., LLC, No. 19-CH-3425, slip op. at 3
(Cir. Ct. Cook Cty. Jun. 10, 2020) (A052), rev’d, 2021 IL App (1st) 210279.
Accordingly, the plaintiff’s Section 15(b) “cause of action accrued when his
handprint allegedly was collected in violation of BIPA on his first day of
work.” Id. (A052).
In Robertson v. Hostmark Hospitality Group, Inc., No. 18-CH-5194, slip
op. at 5 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty. Jan. 27, 2020) (A033) (“Robertson I”), another
Circuit Court of Cook County judge explained that under the plain language
of Section 15(b), a collector or possessor of biometrics may comply with BIPA
by obtaining consent at the first collection or disclosure. The failure to do so,
at the first collection, gives rise to an actionable BIPA violation. Thus, the
interest is invaded and the actionable injury happens in a “single overt act”
occurring upon the first violation. Id. (A033); see also Robertson v. Hostmark
Hospitality Group, Inc., No. 18-CH-5194, slip op. at 4-7 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.
May 29, 2020) (A043-46) (“Robertson II”) (denying motion for
reconsideration).
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3.

Courts that reached the opposite conclusion
ignored Rosenbach’s textual analysis of the Act.

Unfortunately, other courts have gotten it wrong by failing to follow
basic statutory construction principles when determining claim accrual. On
appeal in Watson, the First District’s opinion failed to interpret the Act’s
plain language consistent with its legislative intent, as set forth in
Rosenbach, which instructs that an injury occurs under the Act when the
“power to say no” is lost. The First District in Watson ignored Rosenbach’s
key statement of legislative intent, instead focusing on Rosenbach’s low
pleading bar. See Watson, 2021 IL App (1st) 210279, ¶ 69. While it is true
that a BIPA claim may be pled based on a plain violation of the statute’s
terms, without any additional injury to the plaintiff, there is no text in BIPA
supporting the conclusion that each subsequent data verification gives rise to
a new violation and claim. Rather, a new BIPA claim arises only when a new
BIPA injury occurs—that is, a new loss of control, like biometrics coming into
the possession of a new third party.
This leads to the second key error of the First District in Watson. The
First District misapprehended how biometrics work. As the circuit court in
Watson had recognized, subsequent scans serve merely to verify identity
using the same information already in the biometrics collector’s control. See
Section I.D. The First District never so much as mentioned this fact, which
was central to the circuit court’s analysis, and which is true in every BIPA
case. Instead, the First District assumed without support that every scan of a
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finger works a new loss of control. See Watson, 2021 IL App (1st) 210279,
¶¶ 58-60.
The district court in this case, also purporting to apply a textual
analysis, made the same errors as the First District in Watson. The district
court also did not address Rosenbach’s holding that BIPA protects the “power
to say no.” Instead, the district court formalistically concluded that because
“[e]ach time an employee scans her fingerprint to access the system, the
system must capture her biometric information and compare that newly
captured information to the original scan,” and each new “capture” must be a
new violation. Cothron I, 477 F. Supp. 3d at 732 (A065). That analysis misses
the point of Rosenbach. A BIPA injury is the loss of control. From the correct
starting point, it follows that subsequent scans of the same information
change nothing, because control already has been lost.
B.

The statutory text of Section 15(d) supports White
Castle’s position.
1.

The plain language of Section 15(d) shows that a
claim accrues once upon initial disclosure.

Section 15(d) states that no private entity “in possession of a biometric
identifier or biometric information may disclose, redisclose, or otherwise
disseminate a person’s or a customer’s biometric identifier or biometric
information unless” the private entity has obtained consent, or certain
exceptions apply. 740 ILCS 14/15(d).
Like Section 15(b), Section 15(d) requires consent. As the Court put it
in West Bend, Section 15(d) protects a “secrecy interest . . . the right of an
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individual to keep his or her personal identifying information like
fingerprints secret,” and an individual may thus decline to consent to their
disclosure. West Bend, 2021 IL 125978, ¶ 46. The plain language of
Section 15(d) makes clear that the relevant injury is the loss of control of
one’s biometric information.
Section 15(d) requires consent in order for a private entity to “disclose,
redisclose, or otherwise disseminate” an individual’s biometrics. Each of those
verbs implicates the disclosure of biometrics by one party to a new, third
party—said differently, a party that has not previously possessed the
relevant biometric identifier or biometric information.
Just as in Section 15(b), in Section 15(d) the plain and ordinary
meaning of the verbs controls:


“Disclose” means “to make known or public.” Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, “disclose,” merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disclose
(last visited Feb. 25, 2022); see also Black’s Law Dictionary (11th
ed. 2019) (“disclose” means to “make (something) known or
public; to show (something) after a period of inaccessibility or of
being unknown; to reveal”).



“Redisclose” means to “disclose what has been disclosed to the
discloser.” WordSense Dictionary, “redisclose,”
wordsense.eu/redisclose (last visited Feb. 25, 2022).7 In case

7

“Redisclose” does not appear in the Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
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there is any doubt, this is the meaning given “redisclose” in
other Illinois statutes. Cothron II, 20 F.4th at 1164 n.1 (A078)
(collecting statutes). In other words, the term redisclose is
meant to ensure that downstream entities are subject to Section
15(d).


“Disseminate” means “to spread abroad” or “to disperse
throughout.” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “disseminate,”
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disseminate (last visited
Feb. 25, 2022).

Based on the plain meaning of the above words, Section 15(d) bars the
disclosure of biometrics, without consent, to a new party that did not
previously have them.
Plaintiff argued in the federal courts that “redisclose” is ambiguous
and should be read to mean “disclose to the same party again.” Plaintiff is
wrong for several reasons.
First, the prefix “re” means “again” or “anew.” Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, “re,” merriam-webster.com/dictionary/re (last visited Feb. 25,
2022). “Disclose” means “to make known or public.” Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, “disclose,” merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disclose (last visited
Feb. 25, 2022); see also Cothron II, 20 F.4th at 1163 (A075) (“The ordinary
meaning of ‘disclose’ connotes a new revelation.”). Putting “re” and “disclose”
together, then, the plain meaning of “redisclose” is to newly make known,
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which necessarily implicates a new entity. Indeed, as the Seventh Circuit
observed, “repeated transmissions of the same biometric identifier to the
same third party are not new revelations.” Id. (A076).
Second, the “commonsense principle ‘that words grouped in a list
should be given related meaning’” applies again here. Corbett, 2017 IL
121536, ¶ 31. Specifically, each verb used in Section 15(d) must be read in
harmony with the other verbs that surround it under the doctrine of noscitur
a sociis. Because both other verbs (i.e., disclosure and disseminate)
contemplate a new revelation from one entity to another, not repeated
publications of the same information between the same entities, “redisclose”
must be read in the same manner. See, e.g., id. It would be antithetical to this
Court’s precedent (and plain English) to read “redisclose” to meaning
anything substantially different than to “disclose” or to “disseminate.”
Third, all of the above is consistent with Rosenbach, West Bend, and
McDonald that the Act confers a right to a “secrecy interest” and the “power
to say no,” and that an injury arises from the “loss of control.” See Section I.AB. A person or entity only can lose control of information to someone else.
Because Section 15(d) requires the presence of a third party, it makes sense
for Section 15(d) to speak to that potential third party’s conduct—
redisclosure to another. Under this reading, “redisclose” would mean that the
first third party to receive the biometrics may not subsequently disclose the
biometrics to another without consent.
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2.

Repeated disclosures of biometrics to the same
third party are not a new injury, because they do
not result in a new loss of control.

In this case, the district court struggled with the presence of the term
“redisclosure,” ultimately ruling that “redisclose” meant repeated disclosures
to the same party. Cothron I, 477 F. Supp. 3d at 733 (A066); but see Cothron
II, 20 F.4th at 1163 (A076) (“Repeated transmissions of the same biometric
identifier to the same third party are not new revelations.”). That is not what
“redisclose” means in the context of biometrics or under the Act, especially
when looking to the Act as a whole.
Plaintiff alleges that White Castle repeatedly disclosed the same
biometric information to the same entities (White Castle’s technology
vendors). (A014, ¶ 31; A026, ¶ 96). The alleged subsequent disclosures did
nothing to change the position between White Castle, the technology vendors,
and Plaintiff regarding control of her finger-scan data. Accordingly,
subsequent disclosures do not cause additional invasion and do not create
additional injury. See Fox, 980 F.3d at 1155 (“[O]nce compromised, [biometric
information is] compromised forever.”).
Looking to BIPA as a whole, which this Court must do,8 BIPA itself
actually anticipates that a party or parties might repeatedly use the

In construing the statute, the Court must view it “as a whole, construing
words and phrases in light of other relevant statutory provisions and not in
isolation.” Evans v. Cook County State’s Atty., 2021 IL 125513, ¶ 27. Thus, it
is appropriate to look to Section 15(a) to help interpret the nature of the
interest protected by Section 15(d).

8
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biometric data after the initial collection. Section 15(a) provides that
biometric information must be permanently destroyed when the initial
purpose for collecting or obtaining the information has been satisfied or
within three years of the individual’s last interaction with the entity. See
740 ILCS 14/15(a). Thus, the plain language of Section 15(a) envisions
ongoing interaction with the entity collecting and disclosing the information.
Section 15(a) thus reflects the reality of the Act’s regulatory scheme.
Once collection or disclosure has occurred for an initial purpose, continued
collection or disclosure of that same information for the same purpose is
allowed. The only requirements are consent and a biometrics policy. If
repeated disclosure of the same information to the same third party were a
problem, Section 15(a) would require destruction after every interaction, not
just at the end of the relationship. Against this background, it follows that
“redisclosure” as used in Section 15(d) means disclosure to a new third party.
3.

Illinois courts consistently hold that repeated
disclosure of the same private information is not a
new injury.

Moreover, under established Illinois law, redisclosure of private
information to an entity that already has it is not a new invasion or a new
injury for accrual purposes. Addressing allegations materially identical to the
ones here, the circuit court in Robertson got this issue exactly right, ruling
that failure to obtain consent before disclosure was a “single overt act” and
the plaintiff’s Section 15(d) claim accrued upon the initial failure to obtain
consent. Robertson I, slip op. at 6 (A034). In that case, just like this one, the
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plaintiff alleged that the defendant “systematically and automatically”
disclosed his biometrics. Robertson II, slip op. at 6-7 (A045-46).
The Robertson court twice held that repeated disclosure to the same
third party was not a new invasion or injury. Robertson I, slip op. at 6 (A034);
Robertson II, slip op. at 7 (A046). On a motion for reconsideration, plaintiff
argued that the defendant could violate Section 15(d) “multiple times by
disseminating his biometric data to multiple third parties on many
occasions.” Id. (A046). The court acknowledged that this could be the case,
but held that generalized allegations of “systematic and automatic” disclosure
did not adequately plead separate, additional violations of Section 15(d). Id.
(A046). As the Robertson court astutely realized, repeated disclosures of the
same information to the same third party do not create any new injury.
Indeed, Illinois courts have long recognized that privacy claims
involving disclosure or publication accrue upon the first disclosure, because
subsequent invasions of the same privacy interest (i.e., disclosure or
publication of the same information for the same purpose) do not give rise to
new claims. Illinois was the first state to adopt this rule. See Winrod v. Time,
Inc., 334 Ill. App. 59, 72 (1st Dist. 1948) (libel claim accrued upon first
publication of magazine and subsequent distributions did “not constitute a
new publication or create a new cause of action”). Today, it is so fundamental
that the Illinois legislature has codified it as the Uniform Single Publication
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Act. See 740 ILCS 165/1 (“No person shall have more than one cause of action
for . . . invasion of privacy . . . founded upon any single publication.”).
In privacy claims involving publication, where a protected interest is
invaded through disclosure or publication, such as under Section 15(d),
subsequent disclosure or publication of the same information does not create
a new injury and does not give rise to new claims. See, e.g., Blair, 369 Ill.
App. 3d at 324-25 (in right-of-publicity case, republication of same image in
numerous advertisements did not give rise to new claims); see also Winrod,
334 Ill. App. at 72; Troya Int’l, Ltd., 2017 WL 6059804, at *14 (claims accrued
upon first publication of a video, despite that defendant uploaded the video to
multiple websites and YouTube channels); Martin, 160 F. Supp. 3d at 1046
n.4 (noting repeated airing of a television commercial constituted a single
overt act and plaintiff’s claim accrued at the first invasion).
Just last year, the Court again emphasized the importance of the
single publication rule. In Ciolino v. Simon, 2021 IL 126024, ¶ 43, the Court
observed that “the single-publication rule would not serve its purpose if it
were applied to encompass the subsequent screenings [of the same
defamatory film to the same target audiences] in Cleveland and Chicago.”
Ciolino explained that showing the same material repeatedly to the same
target audience could not give rise to separate claims for liability, because it
would create the situation the single-publication rule is explicitly designed to
prevent—namely, “ungovernable piecemeal liability and [a] potentially
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endless tolling of the statute of limitations.” Id. (citations omitted and
alteration in original).
Indeed, this case squarely presents the endlessly tolled statute of
limitations the Court cautioned against. Plaintiff began using White Castle’s
finger-scan system in 2004, and has ever since. BIPA was enacted in 2008.
Plaintiff filed suit in December 2018, shortly after she provided her written
consent to White Castle in October 2018. The district court has essentially
ruled that each scan causes a new claim to accrue, and the statute of
limitations begins to run anew. Applying this reasoning to Plaintiff’s final,
pre-consent scan in October 2018, she can delay until October 2023 to bring a
BIPA lawsuit, despite the fact that she has been scanning her finger for
nineteen years (since 2004), and that fifteen years will have passed since
BIPA’s enactment. Surely an almost twenty-year limitations period (or even a
fifteen-year limitations period) does nothing to serve BIPA’s intended
purpose of “imposing safeguards to insure that individuals’ and customers’
privacy rights in the their [biometrics] are properly honored and protected to
begin with, before they are or can be compromised.” Rosenbach, 2019 IL
123186, ¶ 36.
To prevent problems before they occur, the General Assembly
instituted a notice-and-consent regime meant to provide biometric users with
the “power to say no” to collection and disclosure. See id. ¶ 34. A BIPA injury
occurs when the power to say no is denied, resulting in the loss of the “secrecy
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interest” the Act protects. See West Bend, 2021 IL 125978, ¶ 46. Upon the
first time biometrics are disclosed without consent, the “power to say no” is
gone, the injury occurs, and the single BIPA claim accrues absent a redisclosure or other broad dissemination of the same biometric data to
additional parties.
III.

BIPA should be construed in a manner that affirms its
legislative purpose and avoids significant constitutional,
public policy, and practical problems.
A.

Interpreting BIPA claims as accruing once affirms the
statute’s constitutionality and legislative purpose.

Courts have a “duty to construe a statute so as to affirm the statute’s
. . . validity, if reasonably possible.” People v. Shephard, 152 Ill. 2d 489, 499
(1992); see also People v. Austin, 2019 IL 123910, ¶ 14. To ensure validity,
courts assess the rationality of the relationship between their interpretation
of the statute, and the legislature’s purpose and intent. See People v. Zaibak,
2014 IL App (1st) 123332, ¶ 33 (courts must remember to “ascertain and give
effect to the legislature’s intent in enacting the statute”) (citing People v.
Bailey, 167 Ill. 2d 210, 225 (1995)). The rationality analysis “examine[s] the
problems that the legislature intended to remedy with the law and the
consequences of construing it one way or the other.” Watson, 2021 IL App
(1st) 210279, ¶ 38. The goal is to adopt a statutory interpretation that is
reasonably related to the statute’s fundamental purpose. See id.
Here, the Act contains express legislative findings stating its intent.
See 740 ILCS 14/5(a)-(g). Those findings explain that the “growing” use of
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biometrics shows “promise,” but that the use of biometrics also presents
unique risks. Accordingly, given those risks, skepticism among the public,
and the fact that the “full ramifications of biometric technology are not fully
known,” the “public welfare, security, and safety will be served by regulating
the collection, use, safeguarding, handling, storage, retention, and
destruction of biometric identifiers and information.” Id.
To achieve those goals, the Act, among other things, requires informed
consent for collection and disclosure; prohibits the sale of biometrics; and
requires collectors and possessors of biometrics to adopt and comply with
retention and destruction policies. As this Court has noted, BIPA is a
remedial statute that implements prophylactic measures to prevent the
compromise of biometrics by allowing individuals to choose to provide (or not
to provide) their data after being advised that it is being collected, stored, and
potentially disclosed. See McDonald, 2022 IL 126511, ¶ 43; Rosenbach, 2019
IL 123186, ¶ 36 (discussing General Assembly’s goal, through BIPA, of
preventing problems “before they occur”).9 Remedial statutes “are designed to
grant remedies for the protection of rights, introduce regulation conducive to
the public good, or cure public evils.” Standard Mut. Ins. Co. v. Lay, 2013 IL

Courts consistently have recognized BIPA’s remedial nature. See, e.g.,
Burlinski v. Top Golf USA Inc., No 19-cv-06700, 2020 WL 5253150, at *7
(N.D. Ill. Sept. 3, 2020) (BIPA has a remedial purpose to protect biometric
privacy); Meegan v. NFI Indus., Inc., No. 20 C 465, 2020 WL 3000281, at *4
(N.D. Ill. June 4, 2020) (“BIPA’s provision for actual damages and the
regulatory intent of its enactment show that it is a remedial statute[.]”).
9
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114617, ¶ 31. Remedial statutes are distinct from penal statutes, which
operate as “punishment for the nonperformance of an act or for the
performance of an unlawful act” and “require[] the transgressor to pay a
penalty without regard to proof of any actual monetary injury sustained.”
Goldfine v. Barack, Ferrazzano, Kirschbaum & Perlman, 2014 IL 116362,
¶ 28 (citations omitted).
As a remedial statute, BIPA’s liquidated damages provision is simply
“one part of the regulatory scheme, intended as a supplemental aid to
enforcement rather than as a punitive measure.” Scott v. Ass’n for Childbirth
at Home, Int’l, 88 Ill. 2d 279, 288 (1981). In fact, damages under BIPA are the
“greater” of actual damages or liquidated damages, which is indicative of the
fact that liquidated damages are intended to be awarded only where actual
damages are too small and difficult to prove, not as a multiplier by thousands
for each time technology is used. 740 ILCS 14/20.
In Smith, also cited earlier in this brief, the court reached the same
conclusion. In response to the plaintiff’s per-scan accrual argument, the court
found that “as a matter of public policy, the interpretation plaintiff desires
would likely force out of business—in droves—violators who without any
nefarious intent installed new technology and began using it without
complying with section (b) and had its employees clocking in at the start of
the shift, out for lunch, in for the afternoon and out for the end of the shift.”
Smith, slip op. at 3 (A037). According to the court’s calculation, “[o]ver a
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period of 50 weeks (assuming a two week vacation) at $1,000 for each
violation it adds up to $1,000,000 per employee in a year’s time.” Id. (A037).
As the court recognized, these astronomical damages “would appear to be
contrary” to the legislative intent expressed in the preamble to the statute.
Id. (A037).
Further, Smith is consistent with long-standing Illinois law that
liquidated damages are understood to refer to a reasonable estimate of
harm—one that “bear[s] some relation to the damages that might occur.”
Smart Oil, LLC v. DW Mazel, LLC, 970 F.3d 856, 863 (7th Cir. 2020). When a
liquidated sum is “far in excess of the probable damage on breach, it is almost
certainly a penalty.” Black’s Law Dictionary, “damages” (11th ed. 2019). The
Illinois legislature authorized “liquidated damages”—not “penalties”—and
the Act should be interpreted in accordance with the meaning of that
statutory term.
Claim accrual under the Act thus must be tied to the preventative
privacy protections provided by the statute and not motivated by punitive
means. Accrual upon the initial collection or disclosure of biometrics supports
the prophylactic legislative purpose this Court and other Illinois courts have
consistently recognized. Any interpretation to the contrary, like that
advocated by Plaintiff, is untethered from the legislative purpose of BIPA.
B.

A single-accrual rule also avoids constitutional problems.

The canon of constitutional avoidance requires the Court to construe a
statute in a way that “promote[s] its essential purposes and [avoids], if
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possible, a construction that would raise doubt as to its validity.” People v.
Glenn, 2018 IL App (1st) 161331, ¶ 22 (citing People v. Nastasio, 19 Ill. 2d
524, 529 (1960)); see also Maddux v. Blagojevich, 233 Ill. 2d 508, 516 (2009)
(“[T]he General Assembly cannot acquiesce to a construction that is at odds
with the constitution.”). This Court routinely applies the constitutional
avoidance canon when interpreting statutory terms. People v. Hernandez,
2016 IL 118672, ¶ 10 (recognizing and applying canon of constitutional
avoidance to statute); Maddux, 233 Ill. 2d at 516 (concluding that “the
General Assembly cannot acquiesce to a construction that is at odds with the
constitution”); Nastasio, 19 Ill. 2d at 529 (noting the duty of the courts to
“interpret [a] statute as to . . . avoid, if possible, a construction that would
raise doubts as to its validity”).
As a remedial statute intended to prevent injury, BIPA is not punitive
and its purpose is not to punish private entities with unreasonably high
multiples of damages. Moreover, the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution imposes constitutional limitations, in
the context of punitive damages, which must be reduced if they are “so severe
and oppressive as to be wholly disproportioned to the offense or obviously
unreasonable.” St. Louis, I. M. & S. Ry. Co. v. Williams, 251 U.S. 63, 67
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(1919); accord State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408, 41617 (2003).10
In this case, if BIPA claims and damages accrue with each scan of a
finger and each transmission to the same technology vendors, the results
would vastly exceed acceptable ratios between the damages awarded and the
offense at issue. Plaintiff alleges she had to scan her finger each time she
accessed a work computer and each time she accessed her weekly pay stub.
(A008, ¶ 2; A015-16, ¶¶ 40, 43-44). Assuming Plaintiff worked 5 days per
week for 50 weeks per year and accessed the computer each day and her pay
stub weekly, her total scans would exceed 1,500 over a five-year limitations
period, and the total number of disclosures would exceed 300 over a one-year
limitations period.11 If Plaintiff were to succeed in proving her claims at trial,
that could result in damages between $1.8 million and $9 million for Plaintiff
alone despite the fact that Plaintiff has not alleged a data breach or any costs
associate with identity theft or compromised data.
The excessive nature of Plaintiff’s potential damages is exacerbated in
the class-action context. Here, Plaintiff seeks to represent as many as 9,500
current and former White Castle employees. Multiplying $1.8 million by

The Illinois Constitution provides similar protections. See Ill. Const., art. I,
§ 2.

10

On January 26, 2022, this Court accepted an appeal relating to the statute
of limitations applicable to BIPA claims. Tims v. Black Horse Carriers, Inc.,
No. 127801. These calculations assume a five-year statute of limitations for
Section 15(b) claims.
11
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9,500 class members, class-wide damages could equate to $17.1 billion or
more.12 Simply put, $17.1 billion in damages is grossly disproportionate to
the statutory injury alleged by Plaintiff here, and the potential for such an
award would create absurd, unreasonably punitive results. See State Farm,
538 U.S. at 416-17.
The Seventh Circuit questioned whether a “one and done” approach to
accrual would sufficiently incentivize employers such as White Castle to
comply with BIPA. Here, Plaintiff purports to allege two violations of the Act,
for up to 9,500 current and former White Castle employees. Even under a
single accrual method, damages could equate to between $19 million and
$95 million if Plaintiff’s claims had been timely made, assuming that Plaintiff
could recover separately under Section 15(b) and 15(d). Even under a “one
violation per employee” calculation of $1,000 per employee, damages could
equal $9.5 million. These numbers, in and of themselves, are sufficient to
incentivize BIPA compliance.
In summary, the reasonableness of damages under the Act is
interwoven with the certified question of whether accrual occurs at the first
violation. Single claim accrual aligns the answer to the certified question

It would take White Castle 165 years to generate $17.1 billion in sales in
Illinois. And, sales numbers do not include White Castle’s costs of sales,
operational expenses to keep its restaurants running, or taxes paid to Illinois
and the federal government. In an industry where profits (actual cash in
hand from sales) range from 6% to 9% annually, White Castle literally will
never generate enough cash in Illinois to cover such damages.

12
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with the due process clauses of the U.S. and Illinois Constitutions, and thus
satisfies the constitutional avoidance canon.
C.

Public policy and practicality further support White
Castle’s position.

Interpreting claim accrual under the Act on a per-scan basis also
would create unreasonable and absurd results that violate public policy. In
construing BIPA, the Court can consider “not only the language of the statute
but also the reason and necessity for the law, the problems sought to be
remedied, the purpose to be achieved, and the consequences of construing the
statute one way or another.” Lakewood Nursing & Rehab. Ctr., LLC v. Dep’t
of Pub. Health, 2019 IL 124019, ¶ 17.
While per-scan accrual and damages would lead to absurd and unjust
results for all BIPA defendants, not just White Castle, the outcome is
especially absurd here given that Plaintiff twice consented to the use of
White Castle’s finger-scan system. Moreover, like most employees asserting
BIPA claims, Plaintiff has not alleged a data breach or any costs associated
with identity theft or compromised data. In fact, considering that over 1,600
BIPA class actions have been filed in Illinois, White Castle is not aware of a
single one that alleges an actual data breach.
Additionally, when interpreting the Act, consideration should be given
to the “real-world results” of the interpretation, and it must be assumed that
“the legislature did not intend unjust consequences.” People v. Fort, 2017 IL
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118966, ¶ 35; Austin, 2019 IL 123910, ¶ 15 (courts “must presume that the
legislature did not intend to create absurd, inconvenient, or unjust results”).
In enacting BIPA, the General Assembly did not outlaw the use of
biometrics. It simply intended to incentivize notice of, and consent to,
biometrics’ use. Overlaying per-scan accrual and damages onto the Act’s
damages provision fundamentally alters and distorts the nature of the
statute and ignores how the Court has defined a BIPA injury. It converts the
liquidated damages provision in BIPA from a supplemental enforcement aid
to a harshly punitive measure. Under the district court’s reading, the Act’s
liquidated damages provisions no longer function as an alternative mode of
relief where damages are small or unquantifiable. Rather, the provisions
generate windfall damages that are punitive and wholly untethered to the
actual facts (the 2004 and 2018 consents), Plaintiff’s injury (she continues to
use her biometrics at work and has never revoked consent), and BIPA’s plain
language.
Other Illinois courts have rejected “per scan” accrual, finding the
practical and financial results would be absurd and unsustainable. For
example, in Robertson II, cited earlier in this brief, the plaintiff advanced the
same argument as Plaintiff makes in this case, arguing that each time the
defendant collected or disseminated his biometric data constituted a
separate, actionable violation of BIPA. Robertson II, slip op. at 5 (A044). The
court rejected plaintiff’s argument, explaining that the interpretation is
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“contrary to the unambiguous language of the statute and taken to its logical
conclusion would inexorably lead to an absurd result” and “ruinous liability.”
Id. (A044).
According to the allegations in that case, “there exist[ed] at least two
potentially recoverable violations for each day [the plaintiff] worked.” Id. at 6
(A045). In that case, the court calculated that the plaintiff could potentially
seek a total of $500,000 for negligent violations of BIPA or $2.5 million for
intentional or reckless violations for each year the defendants allegedly
violated the statute. Id. (A045). The court concluded: “nothing in the statute
as it is written or as it was enacted to indicate it was the considered intent of
legislature in passing BIPA to impose fines so extreme as to threaten the
existence of any business.” Id. (A045); see also Smith, slip op. at 3 (A037)
(“the interpretation plaintiff desires would likely force out of business—in
droves—violators who without any nefarious intent installed new
technology”).
Plaintiff has insisted throughout this case that absent a per-scan
theory of injury, there is no incentive to protect privacy information under
BIPA or that entities with access to personal information are unconcerned
with privacy. That’s not the case. There is a penalty if an individual is
harmed under BIPA, and the damages assessed from an initial violation of
the statute ($1,000 or $5,000 per individual) are a sufficient deterrent that
disincentives a company from failing to protect biometric data. If a company
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fails to abide by BIPA and an individual is aggrieved, the penalties are
triggered.
Indeed, that a single-accrual rule provides a sufficient deterrent effect
is demonstrated by the numerous BIPA class action settlements to date. For
example, following this Court’s ruling in Rosenbach, Six Flags settled its case
for $36 million. Of that, $12 million was paid to class counsel and $24 million
to about 1.1 million Six Flags visitors who entered the park between 2013
and 2018. Per-claimant awards were calculated on a pro rata basis, not to
exceed $200 per plaintiff. See Theme Park Class Action Settlement,
themeparksettlement.com (last visited Feb. 25, 2022). Thus, in Rosenbach,
even awarding each claimant a small fraction of the $1,000 or $5,000 in
statutory damages they could have gotten for one violation resulted in Six
Flags paying $36 million. Here, White Castle ultimately could be subject to
damages of almost $10 million under a single violation, single accrual
damages calculation, and be subject to attorneys’ fees, costs, and expert costs.
There is no need to exponentially increase the damages that could be
available in BIPA cases. The deterrent effect of a single BIPA violation is
plenty.
CONCLUSION
The answer to the certified question is that BIPA Section 15(b) and
Section 15(d) claims accrue upon the first unauthorized scan or collection, or
the first unauthorized disclosure or transmission, of purported biometric
identifiers or biometric information.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
LATRINA COTHRON, individually, and on
behalf of all others similarly situated,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.
WHITE CASTLE SYSTEM, INC. d/b/a
WHITE CASTLE,
Defendant.

Case No. 1:19-cv-00382
Honorable John J. Tharp Jr.

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Latrina Cothron (“Plaintiff” or “Cothron”) individually and on behalf of all others
similarly situated (the “Class”), by and through her attorneys, brings the following Second
Amended Class Action Complaint (“Complaint”) pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure against White Castle System, Inc. d/b/a White Castle, (“White Castle” or “Defendant”),
its subsidiaries and affiliates, to redress and curtail Defendant’s unlawful collection, use, storage,
and disclosure of Plaintiff’s sensitive and proprietary biometric data. Plaintiff alleges as follows
upon personal knowledge as to herself, her own acts and experiences and, as to all other matters,
upon information and belief, including investigation conducted by her attorneys.
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

Defendant White Castle System, Inc. d/b/a White Castle (“White Castle”) is an

Ohio corporation that owns and operates hundreds of White Castle fast-food restaurants
throughout the country, including Illinois.
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2.

When White Castle hires an employee, he or she is enrolled in its DigitalPersona

employee database, provided by Cross Match Technologies, Inc.,1 using a scan of his or her
fingerprint. White Castle uses the DigitalPersona employee database to distribute its employees’
paystubs, among other things, on a weekly basis.
3.

While many employers use conventional methods for payroll (direct deposit or

paper check), White Castle’s employees are required to have their fingerprints scanned by a
biometric device to retrieve their paystubs.
4.

Biometrics are not relegated to esoteric corners of commerce. Many businesses –

such as White Castle – and financial institutions have incorporated biometric applications into
their workplace in the form of biometric authenticators, and into consumer products, including
such ubiquitous consumer products as checking accounts and cell phones.
5.

Unlike ID badges– which can be changed or replaced if stolen or compromised –

fingerprints are unique, permanent biometric identifiers associated with each employee. This
exposes White Castle’s employees to serious and irreversible privacy risks. For example, if a
database containing fingerprint data or other sensitive, proprietary biometric data is hacked,
breached, or otherwise exposed – like in the recent Yahoo, eBay, Google, Equifax, Uber, Home
Depot, Panera, Whole Foods, Chipotle, Trump Hotels, Facebook/Cambridge Analytica, and
Marriott data breaches or misuses – employees have no means by which to prevent identity theft,
unauthorized tracking or other unlawful or improper use of this highly personal and private
information.
6.

In 2015, a data breach at the United States Office of Personnel Management

exposed the personal identification information, including biometric data, of over 21.5 million
Cross Match Technologies, Inc. (“Cross Match”) is a technology company that provides software and
hardware that tracks and monitors employees’ biometric data to companies worldwide.
1
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federal employees, contractors, and job applicants. U.S. Off. of Personnel Mgmt., Cybersecurity
Incidents (2018), available at www.opm.gov/cybersecurity/cybersecurity-incidents.
7.

An illegal market already exists for biometric data. Hackers and identity thieves

have targeted Aadhaar, the largest biometric database in the world, which contains the personal
and biometric data – including fingerprints, iris scans, and a facial photograph – of over a billion
Indian citizens. See Vidhi Doshi, A Security Breach in India Has Left a Billion People at Risk of
Identity

Theft,

The

Washington

Post

(Jan.

4,

2018),

available

at

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/01/04/a-security-breach-in-indiahas-left-a-billion-people-at-risk-of-identity-theft/?utm_term=.b3c70259fl38.
8.

In January 2018, an Indian newspaper reported that the information housed in

Aadhaar was available for purchase for less than $8 and in as little as 10 minutes. Rachna Khaira,
Rs 500, 10 Minutes, and You Have Access to Billion Aadhaar Details, The Tribune (Jan. 4, 2018),
available at http://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/rs-500-10-minutes-and-you-have-accessto-billion-aadhaar-details/523361.html.
9.

Recognizing the need to protect its citizens from situations like these, Illinois

enacted the Biometric Information Privacy Act (“BIPA”), 740 ILCS 14/1, et seq., specifically to
regulate companies that collect, store and use Illinois citizens’ biometrics, such as fingerprints.
10.

Notwithstanding the clear and unequivocal requirements of the law, White Castle

disregards its employees’ statutorily protected privacy rights and unlawfully collects, stores,
disseminates, and uses employees’ biometric data in violation of BIPA. Specifically, White Castle
has violated and continues to violate BIPA because it did not and continues not to:
a. Properly inform Plaintiff and others similarly situated in writing of the specific
purpose(s) and length of time for which their fingerprints were being collected,
stored, and used, as required by BIPA;
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b. Receive a written release from Plaintiff and others similarly situated to collect,
store, or otherwise use their fingerprints, as required by BIPA;
c. Provide a publicly available retention schedule and guidelines for permanently
destroying Plaintiff’s and other similarly-situated individuals’ fingerprints, as
required by BIPA; and
d. Obtain consent from Plaintiff and others similarly situated to disclose, redisclose,
or otherwise disseminate their fingerprints to a third party as required by BIPA.
11.

Accordingly, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself as well as the putative Class, seeks an

Order: (1) declaring that White Castle’s conduct violates BIPA; (2) requiring White Castle to cease
the unlawful activities discussed herein; and (3) awarding statutory damages to Plaintiff and the
proposed Class.
PARTIES
12.

Plaintiff Latrice Cothron is a natural person and a citizen of the State of Illinois.

13.

Defendant White Castle is an Ohio corporation that is registered with the Illinois

Secretary of State and conducts business in the State of Illinois, including Cook County.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
14.

This Court has jurisdiction under the Class Action Fairness Act, 28 U.S.C §

1332(d)(2)(A), (d)(5)(B) because the proposed class has 100 or more members, the amount in
controversy exceeds $5,000,000.00, and the parties are minimally diverse.
15.

Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because a substantial

part of the events giving rise to these claims occurred in this judicial district.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
I.

The Biometric Information Privacy Act
16.

In the early 2000s, major national corporations started using Chicago and other

locations in Illinois to test “new applications of biometric-facilitated financial transactions,
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including finger-scan technologies at grocery stores, gas stations, and school cafeterias.” 740 ILCS
§ 14/5(c). Given its relative infancy, an overwhelming portion of the public became weary of this
then-growing yet unregulated technology. See 740 ILCS § 14/5.
17.

In late 2007, a biometrics company called Pay by Touch, which provided major

retailers throughout the State of Illinois with fingerprint scanners to facilitate consumer
transactions, filed for bankruptcy. That bankruptcy was alarming to the Illinois Legislature because
suddenly there was a serious risk that millions of fingerprint records – which, like other unique
biometric identifiers, can be linked to people’s sensitive financial and personal data – could now
be sold, distributed, or otherwise shared through the bankruptcy proceedings without adequate
protections for Illinois citizens. The bankruptcy also highlighted the fact that most consumers who
used the company’s fingerprint scanners were completely unaware that the scanners were not
actually transmitting fingerprint data to the retailer who deployed the scanner, but rather to the
now-bankrupt company, and that their unique biometric identifiers could now be sold to unknown
third parties.
18.

Recognizing the “very serious need [for] protections for the citizens of Illinois

when it [came to their] biometric information,” Illinois enacted BIPA in 2008. See Illinois House
Transcript, 2008 Reg. Sess. No. 276; 740 ILCS § 14/5.
19.

Additionally, to ensure compliance, BIPA provides that, for each violation, the

prevailing party may recover $1,000 or actual damages, whichever is greater, for negligent
violations and $5,000, or actual damages, whichever is greater, for intentional or reckless
violations. 740 ILCS 14/20.
20.

BIPA is an informed consent statute which achieves its goal by making it unlawful

for a company to, among other things, collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or
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otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer’s biometric identifiers or biometric information, unless
it first:
a. Informs the subject in writing that a biometric identifier or biometric information
is being collected, stored and used;
b. Informs the subject in writing of the specific purpose(s) and length of term for
which a biometric identifier or biometric information is being collected, stored, and
used; and
c. Receives a written release executed by the subject of the biometric identifier or
biometric information.
See 740 ILCS § 14/15(b).
21.

BIPA specifically applies to employees who work in the State of Illinois. BIPA

defines a “written release” specifically “in the context of employment [as] a release executed by
an employee as a condition of employment.” 740 ILCS 14/10.
22.

Biometric identifiers include retina and iris scans, voiceprints, scans of hand and

face geometry, and – most importantly here – fingerprints. See 740 ILCS § 14/10. Biometric
information is separately defined to include any information based on an individual’s biometric
identifier that is used to identify an individual. Id.
23.

BIPA also establishes standards for how companies must handle Illinois citizens’

biometric identifiers and biometric information. See, e.g., 740 ILCS § 14/15(c)-(d). For example,
BIPA prohibits private entities from disclosing a person’s biometric identifier or biometric
information without first obtaining consent for such disclosure. See 740 ILCS § 14/15(d)(1).
24.

BIPA also prohibits selling, leasing, trading, or otherwise profiting from a person’s

biometric identifiers or biometric information (740 ILCS § 14/15(c)) and requires companies to
develop and comply with a written policy – made available to the public – establishing a retention
schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying biometric identifiers and biometric
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information when the initial purpose for collecting such identifiers or information has been
satisfied or within three years of the individual’s last interaction with the company, whichever
occurs first. 740 ILCS § 14/15(a).
25.

The Illinois legislature enacted BIPA due to the increasing use of biometric data in

financial and security settings, the general public’s hesitation to use biometric information, and –
most significantly – the unknown ramifications of biometric technology. Biometrics are
biologically unique to the individual and, once compromised, an individual is at heightened risk
for identity theft and left without any recourse. Biometric data, unlike other personal identifiers
such as a social security number, cannot be changed or replaced if hacked or stolen.
26.

BIPA provides individuals with a private right of action, protecting their right to

privacy regarding their biometrics as well as protecting their rights to know the precise nature for
which their biometrics are used and how they are being stored and ultimately destroyed. Unlike
other statutes that only create a right of action if there is a qualifying data breach, BIPA strictly
regulates the manner in which entities may collect, store, use, and disseminate biometrics and
creates a private right of action for lack of statutory compliance.
II.

Defendant Violates the Biometric Information Privacy Act.
27.

By the time BIPA passed through the Illinois legislature in mid-2008, most

companies who had experimented using individuals’ biometric data stopped doing so.
28.

However, Defendant failed to take note of the shift in Illinois law governing the

collection, use and dissemination of biometric data. As a result, White Castle continues to collect,
store, use and disseminate employees’ biometric data in violation of BIPA.
29.

Specifically, when employees are hired by White Castle, they are required to have

their fingerprints captured and stored to enroll them in its DigitalPersona employee database(s).
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30.

White Castle uses an employee authentication software system supplied by Cross

Match that requires employees to use their fingerprints as a means of authentication.
31.

Upon information and belief, White Castle fails to inform its employees that it

discloses or disclosed their fingerprint data to at least two out-of-state third-party vendors: Cross
Match and DigitalPersona, and likely others; fails to inform its employees that it discloses their
fingerprint data to other, currently unknown, third parties, which host the biometric data in their
data centers; fails to inform its employees of the purposes and duration for which it collects their
sensitive biometric data; and fails to obtain written releases from employees before collecting their
fingerprint data.
32.

Furthermore, White Castle fails to provide employees with a written, publicly

available policy identifying its retention schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying
employees’ fingerprint data when the initial purpose for collecting or obtaining their fingerprint
data is no longer relevant, as required by BIPA.
33.

The Pay by Touch bankruptcy that catalyzed the passage of BIPA highlights why

such conduct – where individuals are aware that they are providing biometric information but not
aware to whom or for what purposes they are doing so – is dangerous. That bankruptcy spurred
Illinois citizens and legislators into realizing that it is crucial for individuals to understand when
providing biometric identifiers, such as their fingerprints, who exactly is collecting their biometric
data, where it will be transmitted and for what purposes, and for how long. White Castle disregards
these obligations, and its employees’ statutory rights, and instead unlawfully collects, stores, uses
and disseminates its employees’ biometric identifiers and information, without ever receiving the
individual’s informed written consent required by BIPA.
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34.

Upon information and belief, White Castle lacks retention schedules and guidelines

for permanently destroying Plaintiff’s and other similarly-situated individuals’ biometric data and
has not and will not destroy Plaintiff’s and other similarly-situated individuals’ biometric data
when the initial purpose for collecting or obtaining such data has been satisfied or within three
years of the employee’s last interaction with the company.
35.

White Castle’s employees are not told what might happen to their biometric data if

and when it merges with another company or worse, if and when its business folds, or when the
other third parties that have received their biometric data businesses fold.
36.

Since White Castle neither publishes BIPA-mandated data retention policies nor

discloses all purposes for its collection of biometric data, White Castle’s employees have no idea
the extent to whom it sells, discloses, re-discloses, or otherwise disseminates their biometric data.
Moreover, Plaintiff and the putative Class are not told to whom White Castle currently discloses
their biometric data, or what might happen to their biometric data in the event of a merger or a
bankruptcy.
37.

These violations have raised a material risk that Plaintiff’s and other similarly-

situated individuals’ biometric data will be unlawfully accessed by third parties.
38.

By and through the actions detailed above, White Castle disregards Plaintiff’s and

other similarly-situated individuals’ legal rights in violation of BIPA.
III.

Plaintiff Latrina Cothron’s Experience
39.

Plaintiff Latrina Cothron was hired by White Castle in 2004 and is currently

working as a manager.
40.

Approximately three years into Plaintiff’s employment with White Castle, Plaintiff

was required to scan and register her fingerprint(s) so White Castle could use them as an
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authentication method for Plaintiff to access the computer as a manager and to access her paystubs
as an hourly employee as a condition of employment with White Castle.
41.

At this time, White Castle did not inform Plaintiff in writing or otherwise of the

purpose(s) and length of time for which her fingerprint data was being collected, did not receive
a written release from Plaintiff to collect, store or use her fingerprint data, did not provide a
publicly available retention schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying Plaintiff’s
fingerprint data, nor did White Castle obtain Plaintiff’s consent before disclosing or disseminating
her biometric data to third parties.
42.

White Castle subsequently stored Plaintiff’s fingerprint data in its DigitalPersona

employee database(s).
43.

Plaintiff was required to scan her fingerprint each time she accessed a White Castle

computer.
44.

Plaintiff was also required to scan her fingerprint each time she accessed her

paystubs.
45.

It was not until October of 2018—approximately 11 years after collecting, storing,

using, disclosing and disseminating her biometric data—that White Castle provided Plaintiff with
an apparent “consent form”.
46.

Further, Plaintiff was required to scan her already registered fingerprint in order to

electronically sign the apparent “consent form” provided by White Castle.
47.

Plaintiff had never been informed, prior to the collection of her biometric

identifiers and/or biometric information, of the specific purposes or length of time for which White
Castle collected, stored, used, and/or disseminated her biometric data.
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48.

Prior to the collection of her biometric identifiers and/or biometric information,

Plaintiff had never been informed of any biometric retention policy developed by White Castle,
nor had she ever been informed whether White Castle will ever permanently delete her biometric
data.
49.

Prior to the collection of her biometric identifiers and/or biometric information,

Plaintiff had never been provided with nor ever signed a written release allowing White Castle to
collect, store, use, or disseminate her biometric data.
50.

Plaintiff has continuously and repeatedly been exposed to the risks and harmful

conditions created by White Castle’s multiple violations of BIPA alleged herein.
51.

No amount of time or money can compensate Plaintiff if her biometric data is

compromised by the lax procedures through which White Castle captured, stored, used, and
disseminated her and other similarly-situated individuals’ biometric data. Moreover, Plaintiff
would not have provided her biometric data to White Castle if she had known that it would retain
such information for an indefinite period of time without her consent.
52.

A showing of actual damages is not necessary in order to state a claim under BIPA.

See Rosenbach v. Six Flags Ent. Corp., 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 40 (“[A]n individual need not allege
some actual injury or adverse effect, beyond violation of his or her rights under the Act, in order
to qualify as an “aggrieved” person and be entitled to seek liquidated damages and injunctive relief
pursuant to the Act”). Nonetheless, Plaintiff has been aggrieved because she suffered an injury-infact based on White Castle’s violations of her legal rights. White Castle intentionally interfered
with Plaintiff’s right to possess and control her own sensitive biometric data. Additionally, Plaintiff
suffered an invasion of a legally protected interest when White Castle secured her personal and
private biometric data at a time when it had no legal right to do so, a gross invasion of her right to
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privacy. BIPA protects employees like Plaintiff from this precise conduct. White Castle had no
lawful right to secure this data or share it with third parties absent a specific legislative license to
do so.
53.

Plaintiff’s biometric information is economically valuable, and such value will

increase as the commercialization of biometrics continues to grow. As such, Plaintiff was not
sufficiently compensated by White Castle for its retention and use of her and other similarlysituated employees’ biometric data.
54.

Plaintiff also suffered an informational injury because White Castle failed to

provide her with information to which she was entitled by statute. Through BIPA, the Illinois
legislature has created a right: an employee’s right to receive certain information prior to an
employer securing their highly personal, private and proprietary biometric data: and in injury – not
receiving this extremely critical information.
55.

Plaintiff also suffered an injury in fact because White Castle improperly

disseminated her biometric identifiers and biometric information to third parties, including Cross
Match and DigitalPersona, and others that hosted the biometric data in their data centers, in
violation of BIPA.
56.

Pursuant to 740 ILCS 14/15(b), Plaintiff was entitled to receive certain information

prior to White Castle securing her biometric data; namely, information advising her of the specific
limited purpose(s) and length of time for which White Castle collects, stores, uses, and
disseminates her biometric data; information regarding White Castle’s biometric retention policy;
and, a written release allowing White Castle to collect, store, use, and disseminate her private
biometric data. By depriving Plaintiff of this information, White Castle injured her. Public Citizen
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v. U.S. Department of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 449 (1989); Federal Election Commission v. Atkins,
524 U.S. 11 (1998).
57.

Plaintiff has plausibly inferred actual and ongoing harm in the form of monetary

damages for the value of the collection and retention of her biometric data; in the form of monetary
damages by not obtaining additional compensation as a result of being denied access to material
information about White Castle’s policies and practices; in the form of the unauthorized disclosure
of her confidential biometric data to third parties, including but not limited to Cross Match and
DigitalPersona; in the form of interference with her right to control and possess her confidential
biometric data; and, in the form of the continuous and ongoing exposure to substantial and
irreversible loss of privacy.
58.

As Plaintiff is not required to allege or prove actual damages in order to state a

claim under BIPA, she seeks statutory damages under BIPA as compensation for the injuries
caused by White Castle. Rosenbach, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 40.
CLASS ALLEGATIONS
59.

Pursuant to Rule 23(a) and 23(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff

brings claims on her own behalf and as representative of all other similarly-situated individuals
pursuant to BIPA, 740 ILCS 14/1 et seq., to recover statutory penalties, prejudgment interest,
attorneys’ fees and costs, and other damages owed.
60.

As discussed supra, Section 14/15(b) of BIPA prohibits a company from, among

other things, collecting, capturing, purchasing, receiving through trade, or otherwise obtaining a
person’s or a customer’s biometric identifiers or biometric information, unless it first (1) informs
the individual in writing that a biometric identifier or biometric information is being collected or
stored; (2) informs the individual in writing of the specific purpose and length of time for which a
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biometric identifier or biometric information is being collected, stored, and used; and (3) receives
a written release executed by the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric information. 740
ILCS § 14/15.
61.

Plaintiff seeks class certification for the following class of similarly-situated

individuals under BIPA:
All individuals working for White Castle in the State of Illinois who had their
fingerprints collected, captured, received, obtained, maintained, stored or disclosed
by White Castle during the applicable statutory period.
62.

This action is properly maintained as a class action under Rule 23 because:
A.

The class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable;

B.

There are questions of law or fact that are common to the class;

C.

The claims of the Plaintiff are typical of the claims of the class; and,

D.

The Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.
Numerosity

63.

The total number of putative class members exceeds 100 individuals. The exact

number of class members can easily be determined from White Castle’s payroll records.
Commonality
64.

There is a well-defined commonality of interest in the substantial questions of law

and fact concerning and affecting the Class in that Plaintiff and all members of the Class have been
harmed by Defendant’s failure to comply with BIPA. The common questions of law and fact
include, but are not limited to the following:
A.

Whether Defendant collected, captured or otherwise obtained Plaintiff’s
and the Class’s biometric identifiers or biometric information;

B.

Whether Defendant properly informed Plaintiff and the Class of its purposes
for collecting, using, storing and disseminating their biometric identifiers or
biometric information;
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65.

C.

Whether Defendant obtained a written release (as defined in 740 ILCS §
14/10) to collect, use, store and disseminate Plaintiff’s and the Class’s
biometric identifiers or biometric information;

D.

Whether Defendant has disclosed or re-disclosed Plaintiff’s and the Class’s
biometric identifiers or biometric information;

E.

Whether Defendant has sold, leased, traded, or otherwise profited from
Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric identifiers or biometric information;

F.

Whether Defendant developed a written policy, made available to the
public, establishing a retention schedule and guidelines for permanently
destroying biometric identifiers and biometric information when the initial
purpose for collecting or obtaining such identifiers or information has been
satisfied or within three years of their last interaction with the individual,
whichever occurs first;

G.

Whether Defendant complies with any such written policy (if one exists);

H.

Whether Defendant used Plaintiff’s and the Class’s fingerprints to identify
them;

I.

Whether Defendant’s violations of BIPA have raised a material risk that
Plaintiff’s biometric data will be unlawfully accessed by third parties;

J.

Whether the violations of BIPA were committed negligently; and

K.

Whether the violations of BIPA were committed intentionally and/or
recklessly.

Plaintiff anticipates that Defendant will raise defenses that are common to the class.
Adequacy

66.

Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of all members of the class,

and there are no known conflicts of interest between Plaintiff and class members. Plaintiff,
moreover, has retained experienced counsel that are competent in the prosecution of complex
litigation and who have extensive experience acting as class counsel.
Typicality
67.

The claims asserted by Plaintiff are typical of the class members she seeks to
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represent. Plaintiff has the same interests and suffers from the same unlawful practices as the class
members.
68.

Upon information and belief, there are no other class members who have an interest

individually controlling the prosecution of his or her individual claims, especially in light of the
relatively small value of each claim and the difficulties involved in bringing individual litigation
against one’s employer. However, if any such class member should become known, he or she can
“opt out” of this action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3).
Predominance and Superiority
69.

The common questions identified above predominate over any individual issues,

which will relate solely to the quantum of relief due to individual class members. A class action is
superior to other available means for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy because
individual joinder of the parties is impracticable. Class action treatment will allow a large number
of similarly-situated persons to prosecute their common claims in a single forum simultaneously,
efficiently and without the unnecessary duplication of effort and expense if these claims were
brought individually. Moreover, as the damages suffered by each class member are relatively small
in the sense pertinent to class action analysis, the expenses and burden of individual litigation
would make it difficult for individual class members to vindicate their claims.
70.

Additionally, important public interests will be served by addressing the matter as

a class action. The cost to the court system and the public for the adjudication of individual
litigation and claims would be substantially more than if claims are treated as a class action.
Prosecution of separate actions by individual class members would create a risk of inconsistent
and varying adjudications, establish incompatible standards of conduct for Defendant and/or
substantially impair or impede the ability of class members to protect their interests. The issues in
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this action can be decided by means of common, class-wide proof. In addition, if appropriate, the
Court can and is empowered to fashion methods to efficiently manage this action as a class action.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Violation of 740 ILCS § 14/15(a): Failure to Institute, Maintain and Adhere to PubliclyAvailable Retention Schedule
71.

Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

72.

BIPA mandates that companies in possession of biometric data establish and

maintain a satisfactory biometric data retention – and, importantly, deletion – policy. Specifically,
those companies must: (i) make publicly available a written policy establishing a retention
schedule and guidelines for permanent deletion of biometric data (at most three years after the
company’s last interaction with the individual); and (ii) actually adhere to that retention schedule
and actually delete the biometric information. See 740 ILCS § 14/15(a).
73.

Defendant fails to comply with these BIPA mandates.

74.

Defendant White Castle is an Ohio corporation registered to do business in Illinois

and thus qualifies as a “private entity” under BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
75.

Plaintiff and the Class are individuals who have had their “biometric identifiers”

collected by White Castle (in the form of their fingerprints), as explained in detail in Sections II
and III, supra. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
76.

Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric identifiers were used to identify them and,

therefore, constitute “biometric information” as defined by BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
77.

Defendant failed to provide a publicly available retention schedule or guidelines

for permanently destroying biometric identifiers and biometric information as specified by BIPA.
See 740 ILCS § 14/15(a).
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78.

Upon information and belief, Defendant lacked retention schedules and guidelines

for permanently destroying Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric data.
79.

On behalf of herself and the Class, Plaintiff seeks: (1) declaratory relief; (2)

injunctive and equitable relief as is necessary to protect the interests of Plaintiff and the Class by
requiring Defendant to comply with BIPA’s requirements for the collection, storage, use and
dissemination of biometric identifiers and biometric information as described herein; (3) statutory
damages of $5,000 for each intentional and/or reckless violation of BIPA pursuant to 740 ILCS
14/20(2) or, in the alternative, statutory damages of $1,000 for each negligent violation of BIPA
pursuant to 740 ILCS 14/20(1); and (4) reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs and other litigation
expenses pursuant to 740 ILCS 14/20(3).
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
Violation of 740 ILCS § 14/15(b): Failure to Obtain Informed Written Consent and Release
Before Obtaining Biometric Identifiers or Information
80.

Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

81.

BIPA requires companies to obtain informed written consent from employees

before acquiring their biometric data. Specifically, BIPA makes it unlawful for any private entity
to “collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer’s
biometric identifiers or biometric information unless [the entity] first: (1) informs the subject…in
writing that a biometric identifier or biometric information is being collected or stored; (2) informs
the subject…in writing of the specific purpose and length of term for which a biometric identifier
or biometric information is being collected, stored, and used; and (3) receives a written release
executed by the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric information…” 740 ILCS 14/15(b)
(emphasis added).
82.

Defendant failed to comply with these BIPA mandates.
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83.

Defendant White Castle is an Ohio corporation registered to do business in Illinois

and thus qualifies as a “private entity” under BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
84.

Plaintiff and the Class are individuals who have had their “biometric identifiers”

collected by White Castle (in the form of their fingerprints), as explained in detail in Sections II
and III, supra. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
85.

Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric identifiers were used to identify them and,

therefore, constitute “biometric information” as defined by BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
86.

Defendant systematically and automatically collected, used, and stored Plaintiff’s

biometric identifiers and/or biometric information without first obtaining the written release
required by 740 ILCS 14/15(b)(3).
87.

Prior to collecting their biometric data, Defendant did not inform Plaintiff and the

Class in writing that their biometric identifiers and/or biometric information were being collected,
stored and used, nor did Defendant inform Plaintiff and the Class in writing of the specific purpose
and length of term for which their biometric identifiers and/or biometric information were being
collected, stored, and used as required by 740 ILCS 14/15(b)(1)-(2).
88.

By collecting, storing, and using Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric identifiers

and biometric information as described herein, Defendant violated Plaintiff’s and the Class’s rights
to privacy in their biometric identifiers or biometric information as set forth in BIPA. See 740
ILCS 14/1, et seq.
89.

On behalf of herself and the Class, Plaintiff seeks: (1) declaratory relief; (2)

injunctive and equitable relief as is necessary to protect the interests of Plaintiff and the Class by
requiring Defendant to comply with BIPA’s requirements for the collection, storage, use and
dissemination of biometric identifiers and biometric information as described herein; (3) statutory
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damages of $5,000 for each intentional and/or reckless violation of BIPA pursuant to 740 ILCS
14/20(2) or, in the alternative, statutory damages of $1,000 for each negligent violation of BIPA
pursuant to 740 ILCS 14/20(1); and (4) reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs and other litigation
expenses pursuant to 740 ILCS 14/20(3).
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
Violation of 740 ILCS § 14/15(d): Disclosure of Biometric Identifiers and
Information Before Obtaining Consent
90.

Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

91.

BIPA prohibits private entities from disclosing a person’s or customer’s biometric

identifier or biometric information without first obtaining consent for that disclosure. See 740
ILCS 14/15(d)(1).
92.

Defendant fails to comply with this BIPA mandate.

93.

Defendant White Castle is an Ohio corporation registered to do business in Illinois

and thus qualifies as a “private entity” under BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
94.

Plaintiff and the Class are individuals who have had their “biometric identifiers”

collected by White Castle (in the form of their fingerprints), as explained in detail in Sections II
and III, supra. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
95.

Plaintiff’s and the Class’s biometric identifiers were used to identify them and,

therefore, constitute “biometric information” as defined by BIPA. See 740 ILCS § 14/10.
96.

Defendant systematically and automatically disclosed, redisclosed, or otherwise

disseminated Plaintiff’s biometric identifiers and/or biometric information without first obtaining
the consent required by 740 ILCS 14/15(d)(1).
97.

By disclosing, redisclosing, or otherwise disseminating Plaintiff’s and the Class’s

biometric identifiers and biometric information as described herein, Defendant violated Plaintiff’s
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and the Class’s rights to privacy in their biometric identifiers or biometric information as set forth
in BIPA. See 740 ILCS 14/1, et seq.
98.

On behalf of herself and the Class, Plaintiff seeks: (1) declaratory relief; (2)

injunctive and equitable relief as is necessary to protect the interests of Plaintiff and the Class by
requiring Defendant to comply with BIPA’s requirements for the collection, storage, use and
dissemination of biometric identifiers and biometric information as described herein; (3) statutory
damages of $5,000 for each intentional and/or reckless violation of BIPA pursuant to 740 ILCS §
14/20(2) or, in the alternative, statutory damages of $1,000 for each negligent violation of BIPA
pursuant to 740 ILCS § 14/20(1); and (4) reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs and other litigation
expenses pursuant to 740 ILCS § 14/20(3).
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, Plaintiff Latrina Cothron respectfully requests that this Court enter an Order:
A.

Certifying this case as a class action on behalf of the Class defined above,
appointing Plaintiff Latrina Cothron as Class Representative, and appointing
Stephan Zouras, LLP, as Class Counsel;

B.

Declaring that Defendant’s actions, as set forth above, violate BIPA;

C.

Awarding statutory damages of $5,000 for each reckless and/or intentional
violation of BIPA pursuant to 740 ILCS § 14/20(2) or, in the alternative, statutory
damages of $1,000 for each negligent violation of BIPA pursuant to 740 ILCS §
14/20(1);

D.

Declaring that Defendant’s actions, as set forth above, were intentional or reckless;

E.

Awarding injunctive and other equitable relief as is necessary to protect the
interests of Plaintiff and the Class, including an Order requiring Defendant to
collect, store, use and disseminate biometric identifiers and/or biometric
information in compliance with BIPA;

F.

Awarding Plaintiff and the Class their reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs and
other litigation expenses pursuant to 740 ILCS § 14/20(3);
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G.

Awarding Plaintiff and the Class pre- and post-judgment interest, to the extent
allowable; and,

H.

Awarding such other and further relief as equity and justice may require.
JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff demands a trial by jury for all issues so triable.

Date: April 11, 2019

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ Andrew C. Ficzko
Ryan F. Stephan
Andrew C. Ficzko
STEPHAN ZOURAS, LLP
100 N. Riverside Plaza
Suite 2150
Chicago, Illinois 60606
312.233.1550
312.233.1560 f
rstephan@stephanzouras.com
aficzko@stephanzouras.com
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the attorney, hereby certify that on April 11, 2019, I filed the attached with the Clerk of
the Court using the electronic filing system which will send such filing to all attorneys of record.
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Footnotes
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

Ms. Cothron's second amended complaint included alleged violations of Section 15(a), but the Court
dismissed her claims under that provision for lack of Article III standing. See Mem. Op. Order 5-6, ECF No.
117.
On a motion for judgment on the pleadings, the Court must accept all well-pleaded facts in the second
amended complaint as true and draw all permissible inferences in favor of the plaintiffs. Pisciotta v. Old Nat.
Bancorp, 499 F.3d 629, 633 (7th Cir. 2007).
See 5C FED. PRAC. & PROC. CIV. § 1392 (3d ed.):
The operation of Rule 12(h)(2) is relatively simple. The three defenses protected by the rule may be
asserted by motion before serving a responsive pleading. Unlike the Rule 12(h)(1) defenses, however, if
a party makes a preliminary motion under Rule 12 and fails to include one of the Rule 12(h)(2) objections,
she has not waived it, even though, under Rule 12(g), the party may not assert the defense by a second
pre-answer motion. As the rule explicitly provides, a defending litigant also may interpose any of the Rule
12(h)(2) defenses in the responsive pleading or in any pleading permitted or ordered by the court under
Rule 7(a). Moreover, even if these defenses are not interposed in any pleading, they may be the subject
of a motion under Rule 12(c) for judgment on the pleadings or of a motion to dismiss at trial.
As noted, the Court accepts, for present purposes, White Castle's position that the statute of limitations for
BIPA claims has not been definitively resolved and that such claims are potentially subject to a “one-, two-, or
five-year statute of limitations.” Mot. J. Pleadings 1, ECF No. 120. Nonetheless, the Court also acknowledges
Ms. Cothron's argument that “[e]very trial court that has decided the issue has unanimously held the fiveyear ‘catch-all’ limitations period applies.” Pl.’s Resp. 8, ECF No. 123.
The Court notes that BIPA provides for either liquidated or actual damages, whichever is greater. 740 ILCS
14/20. While actual damages might not be immediately obvious and could emerge at any point after an
unlawful scan or disclosure, there is nothing cumulative about the damages that would require treating a
series of violations as a continuous whole.
As noted supra note 4, the shortest potentially applicable statute of limitations is one year.
One fact question that may be of particular significance to liability under Section 15(d) is where the comparison
takes place. Must White Castle send the newly collected fingerprint scan to one of the third parties in order
for the comparison to be made at an off-site location or does White Castle retrieve the information from the
off-site location such that the comparison takes place at the White Castle location? It is entirely unclear,
however, why the statute is designed such that this distinction should matter to the question of liability; the
privacy concerns are implicated equally whether the new data is sent off-site for comparison or the old data
is retrieved from an off-site location so that the comparison can take place on-site.
The Illinois Supreme Court accepts certified questions from federal courts of appeals but not from federal
district courts. See Ill. S. Ct. Rule 20.
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Footnotes
1

2

See, e.g., 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. 110/5(d) (“No person or agency to whom any information is disclosed under
this [s]ection may redisclose such information unless the person who consented to the disclosure specifically
consents to such redisclosure.”); id. § 110/9 (“A person to whom disclosure is made under this [s]ection shall
not redisclose any information except as provided in this Act.”); 20 ILL. COMP. STAT. 505/35.3(b) (“A person
to whom disclosure of a foster parent's name, address, or telephone number is made under this [s]ection
shall not redisclose that information except as provided in this Act or the Juvenile Court Act of 1987.”).
Just a few days ago, the First District of the Illinois Appellate Court decided Watson v. Legacy Healthcare
Financial Services, LLC, No. 1-21-0279, ––– Ill.Dec. ––––, ––– N.E.3d ––––, 2021 WL 5917935 (Ill. App. Ct.
Dec. 15, 2021). There the court held that a section 15(b) claim accrues with “each and every capture and use
of [a] plaintiff's fingerprint or hand scan.” Id. at ––––, ––– N.E.3d ––––, 2021 WL 5917935 at *5. Generally
speaking, certification to a state supreme court is not appropriate when the state's intermediate appellate
courts have addressed the question and agree on the answer. See Liberty Mut. Fire Ins. Co. v. Statewide Ins.
Co., 352 F.3d 1098, 1100 (7th Cir. 2003) (declining to certify a question to the Illinois Supreme Court because
the “Illinois appellate courts have spoken, and they are not in conflict”). The recent decision in Watson does
not weigh against certification. It is the only appellate decision to address the repeated accrual of claims under
the Act, and it did not address section 15(d), which we consider alongside section 15(b) here. Furthermore,
as we explain, the issue of claim accrual under the Act is a close, recurring, and hotly disputed question of
great legal and practical consequence that requires authoritative guidance from the Illinois Supreme Court.
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